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lightform is a subscription based website solution. you have to pay for each project you publish. if you are not a member you could get an early access to our entire database of products, by
subscribing to our free trial. you will get access to all the projects in our database and we will prepare a project template for you to start your own projects. there is a big plus for our free trial

members. for each project you publish you will have up to 20 credits to use each month. each time you start a new project you will receive an additional credit. your project credits will be deducted
automatically from your account at the end of every month. if you ever miss a payment, you will be blacklisted from being able to publish new projects. if you are a lightform free trial member and

have never missed a payment in your life, you may start publishing projects without having to pay, but you will still receive a credit for each project. lightform does not publish projects for free. when
you are ready to start publishing a project, you should sign up for a paid membership. a paid membership is a flat fee for the entire year. you do not have to pay at the beginning of the year, you can

pay anytime during the year. after the first payment you will receive a subscription credit to use each month. this credit expires at the end of each month. therefore, every time you start a new
project you will receive a new credit to use during the current month. in addition to that, when you publish a new project, you will receive an additional credit that will expire at the end of the current
month. in order to publish a new project, you must have a credit on your account. if you are not a member and wish to start publishing projects you could subscribe to our free trial. you will receive

an additional credit to use each month, just like a paid member.
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check out our price comparison with other suppliers. save big with our bundles, you will always get high-quality content at lower prices. download a huge variety of animations and visual effects.
make the building, you are projecting on to fall apart, rotate or transform. liquefy things, turn into soft fabric, make it crumble into small stones, bricks or dust and much, much more. work smart get
more, pay less by ordering mapping loops in bundles. we have modified the php of the wordpress lightform page and replaced the fivestar shortcode with a custom solution. the shortcode still works
and the original functionality is still intact. the shortcode has been removed from the wordpress documentation and should not be used anymore. due to the recent update of the wordpress lightform
file and a bug inside the plugin, the form will not work anymore. we have modified the php of the wordpress lightform page and replaced the fivestar shortcode with a custom solution. the shortcode

still works and the original functionality is still intact. the shortcode has been removed from the wordpress documentation and should not be used anymore. lightform is discontinued but not shut
down. we are still accepting new members and will continue to provide cloud services and support until august 2022. please update your hardware to latest firmware and software version before this

date. in the history of lightform, we are discontinuing the product line. we are not shutting down the service. instead, we are offering a service until august 2022. please update your hardware and
software to the latest versions before this date. 5ec8ef588b
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